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Abstract: The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) plays an important role in the development of smart factories. However, the existing IIoT systems are prone to suffering from single points of failure and unable to provide stable service. Meanwhile, with the increase of node scale and network quantity, the maintenance cost presents to be higher. Such a disadvantage can be effectively compensated by the features such as security, privacy, non-tamperability and distributed deployment supported by the blockchain. In this paper, first, an intelligent manufacturing security model based on blockchain was proposed. Due to the high power consumption and low throughput of the traditional blockchain, IoT devices with limited power consumption can not work independently. Therefore, in this paper, a new Merkle Patricia tree (MPT) was adopted to extend the blockchain structure and provide fast query of node status. Second, since the MPT does not support concurrent operation and the data operation performance deteriorates with high data volume, a lock-free concurrent and cache-based Merkle Patricia tree was proposed (CMPT) to support lock-free concurrent data operation, which can improve the data operation efficiency in multi-core system. The experimental results indicate that, compared with the original MPT, the CMPT proposed in this paper effectively reduced the time complexity of data insertion and data query and improved the speed of block construction and data query.
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1. Introduction

Under the background of industry 4.0, through the paradigm shift from the existing centralized manufacturing industry to the distributed manufacturing industry, the smart factory can handle complex
environmental changes with more efficient production [1]. The core of such a shift is to integrate the standards and technologies of the Internet of things (IoT) into the industrial process [2], that is, the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT). However, for smart factories, with the increase in network connecting devices, the fancy price as well as the maintenance fee of big servers has brought about high cost. At the same time, a large number of connecting devices have not only increased the risk of privacy leak (caused by network attack) but also incurred the problem on economy and security. Consequently, the security, privacy and fault tolerance of current IIoT architecture are the problems which should be resolved immediately [3,4].

With the emergence of blockchain technology and the expansion of its application field, the above problems caused by the traditional central entity mode of smart factory can be effectively solved by blockchain [4,5]. In other words, the blockchain has incorporated the security of cryptography algorithm, the non-tamperability based on hash chain and the consistency guaranteed by the consensus algorithm. However, due to the large number of IIoT devices and the limited computing ability as well as power limitation, the traditional blockchain has faced the challenges such as low security, limited throughput, slow transaction, and limited storage resources. Consequently, at the current stage, blockchain can not meet the requirements of the Industrial Internet of Things, or IIoT.

The traditional blockchain based on bitcoin system has following drawbacks:

1) The transaction is open and completely transparent, and due to the limitations of consensus algorithm, the transaction delay is severe. For example, the waiting time of bitcoin transaction follows “Poisson” distribution, with an average of 10 minutes [6], which is under the real-time requirement of the industrial Internet.

2) Decentralized design. In fact, all nodes can join or leave the blockchain network at any time. IIoT system usually needs to manage a large number of transactions per second. Due to the system redundancy caused by decentralization, bitcoin and Ethereum can only process three to four or dozens of transactions per second, which is far to the high transaction throughput requirements of IIoT [7,8]. Performance and scalability are the main drawbacks to be enhanced, in the integration of IIoT system and blockchain [9].

The essence of transactions is a set of UTXO (unused transaction output), which is output by previous transactions and used for future transactions. The balance of users is the sum of the face value of UTXO that they owned. UTXO is stateless, therefore, except the virtual currency, it is not suitable for more complex applications. In order to improve the overall efficiency and availability of blockchain, Ethereum has proposed an account based data model, which can manage transactions better than UTXO. The Ethereum has also designed three index trees (the Merkle-Patricia tree) to speed up the query [10]. More specifically, Patricia tree can quickly locate query results; Merkle tree is used to ensure that the data received from others is not damaged or replaced; finally, the account model, using the MPT tree as the index, can support efficient query of transactions to facilitate the construction of complex applications [11].

In this paper, we have used the MPT tree to expand traditional blockchain so that, via limited hash computing, it is able to rapidly locate the manufacturing equipment or products from intelligent manufacturing system. Such an improvement can be applied to intelligent manufacturing management or product sourcing. The requester can get the latest data of the system through the MPT tree in the latest block, which reduces the time complexity and storage requirements of the query.
However, the insertion performance of the Merkle-Patricia tree is limited. Each insertion needs to traverse and calculate the hash tree from its root. And, due to the insufficient scalability, the insertion can not be conducted concurrently, which affects the speed of block construction and query. Focusing on above drawbacks, in this paper, we additionally improve the traditional blockchain by CMPT tree. More specifically, based on the atomic and lock-free operation “CAS” (compare-and-swap), the CMPT tree can support concurrent caching. Compared to traditional MPT-based blockchain, the CMPT-based one can have higher efficiency of insertion and query, as well as the better performance of the whole intelligent manufacturing system. In addition, via the CMPT-based blockchain, we proposed an improved intelligent manufacturing security model which has higher throughput and is able to meet the real-time requirement of the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT).

In all, the innovation of this paper can be concluded as: In order to overcome the single-point-failure drawback of IIoT system, we turn to enhance the security of the whole IIoT system. Therefore, an intelligent manufacturing security model based on blockchain was proposed. However, the blockchain has higher power consumption which could further deteriorate the single-point-failure. Consequently, the Concurrent Merkle-Patricia tree (CMPT) is adopted to extend the ordinary blockchain. In this way, the security model could be implemented in a power-conserved way.

2. Related works

Intelligent manufacturing can use blockchain to solve many problems in terms of the deployment process. For example, it can help the intelligent factory to conduct horizontal or vertical integration by providing public trust data. And, multiple intelligent factories can also conduct transactions and secure data exchange through the nodes in blockchain nodes [4].

In [12], an IIoT platform based on blockchain and smart contract technology, named BPIIoT, has been proposed. For BPIIoT, transactions on the blockchain is realized by smart contract. The storage and processing of data are carried out by the off chain network. In this way, the distributed blockchain can reduce the storage and computing costs, and the operating costs of the IoT. However, the BPIIoT is still based on traditional public blockchain, in other words, fully distributed network is not suitable for the scenario of industrial Internet. In [13], an IIoT architecture with high privacy and security based on private chain has been proposed. Such an architecture divides the system into internal and external layers and the private chain is only suitable for single smart factory environment, not for the multi-industry and multi-intelligent factory interaction scenarios. In [14], the author has proposed an optimized IIoT framework which dynamically adjusts the production nodes, consensus algorithm, block size and block interval by deep learning. However, the optimization only focuses on configuration, without any improvement on the internal algorithm of blockchain. In [15], the author has proposed a particular IoT system for blockchain based on secure multiparty computing protocol. In this way, the server can calculate the encrypted data without decrypting the data, reducing the risk of data leakage.

Patricia tree is a dictionary tree and when given an ordinary amount of data, it only has low height. Therefore, it is suitable for concurrent implementation since the complex balancing measures are not involved in maintaining the index structure. Merkel tree is a summary algorithm and when given a particular combination method, it aims to hash each part of the message iteratively in order to guarantee the data accuracy. Because of the simplicity of hash operation, parallel operation is easy to implement.
in terms of the Merkel tree. However, there are few works on the concurrency of the Merkle Patricia tree. In [16], a non-blocking Patricia tree has been proposed. It has realized the parallel insertion, deletion and replacement. The work [17] has devoted effort to the study how to optimize the efficiency of Merkel tree in a parallel condition, for example, via the most optimal tree topology and the amount of processors [18]. The work [19] has applied the Merkle Patricia tree to the task of diploma management. The proposed method not only supports quick query of transactions, but also supports the historical query of account information.

In this paper, we proposed an intelligent manufacturing security model based on blockchain, especially for smart factory. The proposed model has a distributed architecture in which the nodes supervise each other, which provides better security than traditional architectures. At the same time, the proposed model has adopted the MPT tree (seldom used in prior works) to expand blockchain and compared with the high computing cost in common blockchain query, queries can be conducted more quickly on MPT tree. However, when MPT tree becomes bigger, the efficiency on query and insertion will deteriorate. And due to the bottleneck on the performance that, every time when conducting insertion, the hash operation will be carried out by multiple times, therefore the MPT tree dose not support parallel operation. To solve this problem, we proposed a lock-free and concurrent-caching-supported Merkle Patricia tree, which supports lock-free and concurrent insertion, at the same time, it can improve the efficiency in multi-core systems.

3. The intelligent manufacturing security model based on blockchain

3.1. Overview

Currently, most intelligent manufacturing architectures are constructed in cloud-center-mode [20]. However, the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) systems in cloud-center-mode suffer from the low reliability due to the potential failure like the delayed communication. In other words, once the central node fails, the reliability of the whole IIoT system will not be ensured and the whole system will be in danger. Therefore, based on the blockchain, this paper proposed a distributed and weak centralized security model, which can effectively avoid the above problem of the traditional cloud-center-mode.

As shown in Figure 1, the proposed blockchain-based intelligent manufacturing security model, or architecture, includes five layers. The first layer is the physical resource layer, which includes all manufacturing resources involved in the whole manufacturing life cycle. The second layer is the network structure layer, which is the combination of bus and sensor network. It can obtain information of various devices, manage equipment conditions and place manufacturing orders. The third layer is the management hub layer, which takes the high-performance server node as the core. The data and order information collected by the management hub layer are encrypted and packed into blocks, and the consensus algorithm is used to achieve the consistency. In addition, the management hub layer also needs to schedule the production equipment of each factory, distribute manufacturing orders, integrate and operate intelligent manufacturing equipment. The fourth layer is the storage layer, which is responsible for storing encrypted block data. With the weak-centralized multi-center structure, each node stores the full amount of data, and achieves synchronization through consensus algorithm. When one node fails, the availability of the whole system will not be affected. The last layer is the application layer, which provides different services for users.

For the blockchain-based architecture proposed in this paper, each user, denoted as transaction
node or general node, needs identity authentication to join the system. Users can create blocks in the network, encrypt block information with public key and sign block information with private key in order to ensure the reliability and security of information. In addition to the transaction nodes, there are also nodes responsible for recording blocks, denoted as the central management node in the proposed blockchain-based architecture. Different from the suspicious system of bitcoin, the central management node has incorporated the trusted computing nodes. In this paper, we focus on the availability of resources and adopt the lightweight consistency algorithm such as PBFT or raft, which improves the scalability and real-time performance of the whole system to reduce the waste of computing resources and the high complexity of the existing consistency algorithm. According to the actual situation of industrial environment, each workshop or factory in the smart factory is equipped with one or more data centers. Moreover, multiple distributed nodes can reduce the pressure of a single central node and avoid the system failure caused by the collapse of a single central node. Finally, in Figure 1, the physical resource node receives the issued orders through the link management center. The physical resource node can send a verification request to the central management node in order to verify the correctness of the issued order from the blockchain.

3.2. The storage structure of the improved blockchain

Data and transactions are packaged into blocks through management nodes. In order to adapt to the application environment and scenarios of industrial Internet, this paper extends the transaction structure, as shown in Figure 2.

The block is composed of block head and block body. The block head includes the hash value of the previous block (prehash), the hash value of the current block, the creator’s public key (ScriptPubkey), the block height, the timestamp, the Merkle transaction root and the Merkle root of the global state Merkle tree. All transaction information is stored in the k-v database. The block stores the hash summary generated by the transaction and stores it in the Merkle tree in chronological order. Only the hash summary is stored in the block chain, so the memory space is saved, and the block can be compressed by unloading the leaf node.
Figure 2. The improved blockchain architecture.

The format of the transaction is shown in Table 1. Each operation of the account or device will be sent to the management node through the network. After the management node packages the transaction and updates the global state tree, the latest running state of each device can be recorded. The management node builds the Merkle tree by hashing the two transactions packed into the block and updating the Merkle root to the block head, so as to realize the non-tampering of the transaction data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From Address</th>
<th>To address</th>
<th>Message</th>
<th>Signature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01f1</td>
<td>01fffb</td>
<td>Message1</td>
<td>Sign1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01fffb</td>
<td>01fffc</td>
<td>Message2</td>
<td>Sign2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01f1</td>
<td>01fffd</td>
<td>Message3</td>
<td>Sign3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the proposed storage structure, each device or account is assigned with a unique public key, denoted as node ID, generated by a hash digest function, or a hash value of the node status. The management central node maintains the whole CMPT state tree and once the block has been constructed, it will insert transactions of the verified block into CMPT tree, updating the latest status of the entire system. After insertion, the root of CMPT tree will be obtained and updated in a concurrent way.

The update process of CMPT tree is shown in Figure 3. Transactions related to entities “01f1”, “01fffb”, “01fffc”, “01fffd” are recorded in the current transaction tree. In the process of building the new block, CMPT tree processes the status of the entities involved in the transaction and updates the latest status to CMPT tree.
The gray frame in the figure represents the modified block during packaging. By only calculating the hash of the modified block, the block building speed can be improved. When reading the latest state of the entity node from the CMPT tree, first try to find the hash value of the node state quickly through the CMPT tree cache. Otherwise, start to traverse from the Merkle root of the block header, and find the hash value of the node status in $O(\log n)$ time. Then according to the hash value, we can find the corresponding information in the K-V database. In other words, it achieves a fast query of transaction and node status. In addition, the index is stored in the CMPT tree through hash operation, which ensures that the data will not be tampered. The optimization of CMPT tree will be explained specifically in Section 4.

4. Lock-free concurrent cache Merkle Patricia tree

The Intelligent Manufacturing Security Model based on blockchain proposed in this paper not only solves the problems of data security and system trust, but also tries to alleviate the performance bottleneck of traditional blockchain. In this section, we propose a tree structure called CMPT, which supports concurrent insertion and lock-free search. We also introduce how to use CMPT to extend conventional blockchain with simple pseudo code. Firstly, the CMPT tree we defined stores a set of key value pairs (k, v), which includes following operations:

- **insert** (k, v): Given the key value pair (k, v), if there is no key value pair with key of k in CMPT, add a key value pair to the tree, otherwise replace the existing key value pair.
• **find (k):** Given the key value k, if the CMPT contains the key of k, the value of the corresponding key value pair (k, v) is returned as (v), otherwise null is returned.

• **commit (Trie):** Given a tree Trie, the information of all nodes is written to the memory database, and the hash value of root node is returned.

### 4.1. Data structure of CMPT

The data structure of the basic nodes of the CMPT tree is shown in Figure 4. The CMPT tree consists of four types of nodes. The **LeafNode** is the end of the tree, which also stores the data of the CMPT tree. In Figure 4, serialized hash value has been presented and the corresponding data is stored in the K-V database. **HashNode** is a simple node, which contains an array of hash values of corresponding nodes. **BranchNode** is a node with multiple child nodes. CMPT tree is a 16-fork Trie, which means that **BranchNode** contains a pointer at most of 16 child nodes. The 17th node stores a **HashNode**, which is used to store the hash values calculated by the child nodes. **ExtendNode** is an expansion node, which compresses the depth of the tree by merging **BranchNode** with only one child node to. Each node in the CMPT tree has 4 cache levels. The cache level of the root node is 0, and the cache level of its child node is 4. The CMPT tree made up of the above nodes ensures that if the CMPT tree contains a **LeafNode** with a hash value of h, then this **LeafNode** can be obtained by traversing from the root node, via a series of merging of **BranchNodes** and **ExtendNodes**.

![Figure 4. Basic CMPT data types.](image)

### 4.2. Data insertion algorithm

Given a (k, v) key value pair, we start from the root node to find a **BranchNode** having a longest prefix, common with the given key value k. If the corresponding node is found, insert a new value into the node according to the following conditions:

- **Case 1:** If the **BranchNode** slot corresponding to the longest common prefix is empty, then, create a new **LeafNode** or **ExtendNode** and put it into the corresponding **BranchNode**, at the same time, put the key value pair (k, v) into the **LeafNode**, or the **LeafNode** pointed by the **ExtendNode**.

- **Case 2:** If there is a conflict, create a new **BranchNode** at the level of the **ExtendNode** with the longest common prefix, and insert two different **ExtendNodes** or **LeafNodes**.

- **Case 3:** When the conflict happened in the **LeafNode**, if the key value k is the same, replace the original key value pair (k, v).
Algorithm 1: Data insertion algorithm.

**Require:** \((k, v)\)

**Ensure:** null

1: insert \((k, v)\)

2: if(!insert(k, v, 0, root, null)) \# end of Procedure “insert\((k, v)\)”

3: insert(k, v, level, cur, prev)

4: pos = k[level/8] \(\gg\) (level\%8)&15

5: if(cur ∈ BranchNode)

6: old = READ(cur.BranchKey[pos])

7: else if(cur∈ExtendNode)

8: old = READ(cur.Branchpointer)

9: if(old == null)

10: if(keylevel(key)==level))

11: en = new LeafNode(k, v)

12: else en=new ExtendNode(Subkey(k,level), LeafNode(k,v))

13: if(CAS(cur.BranchKey[pos], old, en) \(\|\) CAS(cur.Branchpointer, old, en)) return true

14: else return insert(k, v, level, cur,prev)

15: else if(old∈BranchNode)

16: return insert(k, v, h, level+4, old, cur)

17: else if(old∈ExtendNode)

18: matchlen= prelen(subkey(k,level), old.hashnode.value)

19: if(matchlen == old.hashnode.value)

20: insert(k, v, keylevel(matchlen)+level,old,cur)

21: else

22: bn = extendbreanch(key, old)

23: if(CAS(cur.BranchKey[pos], old, bn) \(\|\) CAS(cur.Branchpointer, old, bn))

24: return insert(k, v, keylevel(matchlen)+level, bn, cur)

25: else return insert(k, v, level, cur, prev)

26: else \# to “if” in line 6

27: en = new LeafNode(k, v)

28: if(CAS(cur.BranchKey[pos], old,en) \(\|\) CAS(cur. Branchpointer,old,en))

29: return true

30: else return insert(k, v, level, cur, prev)

31: return false \# end of Procedure “insert\((k, v, level, cur, prev)\)”

Lines 5–9 reads the child node according to the hash value of the parent node in the way of atomic reading. For lines 10–15, when the child node is empty, then insert the data into the corresponding child node in the way of CAS as Case 1. Lines 16, 17, 20 and 21 mean that if there is a common prefix between the corresponding node and the current key value, then the insert operation should be conducted recursively in the next layer. Lines 23–26 mean that when the child node is ExtendNode and the current key have some prefixes common with it, then, expand the node as Case 2 and insert the
child node into the node at the next level. Lines 28–31 show that if the current node is a LeafNode, and replace the \((k, v)\) value of the child node according to Case 3. Finally, the Algorithm 1 checks whether the insertion is successful. If it failed, the insert should be restarted from the root.

### 4.3. Data search algorithm

Given a key value \(k\), we provide a query method to query the value \(v\) associated with \(k\). If the key value \(k\) is not a part of the CMPT tree, the search returns a null value. The search algorithm is based on Eq (1), input the key value \(k\), and start from the root node. For ExtendNode with the cache level \(l\), the algorithm judges whether the maximum common prefix of the hash of ExtendNode and the sub array starting from the \(l\)-bit of hash is equal to itself. For BranchNode whose hash value and the key value are at level 1 of the caching, then, the algorithm takes the \([l, l + 4)\) bit of hash as the start position of the next node in the array. The above processes are repeated until reach the LeafNode or empty node.

\[
a_1 \rightarrow b_1[p_1]|e_1 \rightarrow a_2 \rightarrow b_2[p_2]|e_2 \rightarrow \ldots \rightarrow b_n[p_n]|e_n
\]  

(4.1)

#### Algorithm 2: Data search algorithm.

**Require:** \(k\)

**Ensure:** \(v\)

1. find \((k)\)
2. find\((k,0,root)\) \#end of Procedure “find\((k)\)”
3. find\((k,\text{level},\text{cur})\)
4. \(\text{pos} = k[\text{level}/8] \gg (\text{level}\%8)\&15\)
5. if\((\text{cur} \in \text{BranchNode})\)
6. \(\text{old} = \text{READ}(\text{cur}.\text{BranchKey}[\text{pos}])\)
7. else if\((\text{cur} \in \text{ExtendNode})\)
8. \(\text{old} = \text{READ}(\text{cur}.\text{Branchpointer})\)
9. if \((\text{old} == \text{null})\)
10. return null
11. else if\((\text{old} \in \text{BranchNode})\)
12. return find\((k, \text{level}+4, \text{old})\)
13. else if\((\text{old} \in \text{ExtendNode})\)
14. \(\text{matchlen}=\text{prelen}(\text{subkey}(k,\text{level}), \text{old}.\text{hashnode.value})\)
15. find\((k, \text{keylevel}(\text{matchlen})+\text{level}, \text{old})\)
16. else if\((\text{old} \in \text{LeafNode})\)
17. return old.value()  
18. return null \#end of Procedure “find\((k,\text{level},\text{cur})\)”

Lines 5–9 of the algorithm reads the hash value of the child node from the corresponding parent node in the way of atomic reading. Lines 9–18 recursively search different nodes. If the corresponding LeafNode is found, its hash value is returned. Otherwise, a null value is returned.
4.4. Cache based data operation optimization

In sections 4.3 and 4.4, we introduced the basic data query and insertion. However, the time complexity is $O(\log n)$, which means with the increase of data volume, the search and insertion of data will slow down. In order to improve the performance of query and insert, we extend CMPT tree with additional cache array structure. The cache array stores the references of nodes where most of the keys are located. In this way, it can optimize the time complexity of the query and insert operations to $O(1)$.

The caching structure is shown in Figure 5. The cache stores references to index nodes at the current cache level in an array. The first slot of the array holds a special object CacheNode, which points to the cache array of the previous level, as shown in Figure 5. Each cache level has a cache array. The current level always points to the cache array with cache level 0. The misses array of each layer counts the number of missing cache. The improved search algorithm first calls the fastfind method to read the data from the current cache array at the corresponding location of the common prefix. If the cache array is not built, the regular find method is called, otherwise, the value corresponding to the common prefix position is read from the cache array at the highest cache level. Then find method is used to query data according to the cache result. A successful quick look-up does not update the cache. To maintain the cache array, there are two operations for each find. First, if the cache level of the found node is equal to the cache level of the current cache array, the node is added to the cache array. Secondly, if the cache level of the current node is greater than that of the current cache array, the cachemiss method is called in the CacheNode of the current cache array to record the cache failure. If the number of failures on the current cache level reaches a threshold, an attempt is made to adjust or raise the cache level.

In order to maintain the cache, we improved the data operation algorithm in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. Lines 5–9 of algorithm 3 show that when the improved find method encounters nodes with the same cache level as the current cache, it will call the Recordcache method to update the cache. When it encounters nodes that deviate from the current cache level, it will call the cachemiss record to fail once. Algorithm 4 shows the update of cache array. The CMPT tree does not need cache array when it is at low cache level. When the cache level of the current node reaches 12, the cache array will be created from cache level 8. If the level of the current node and the cache array is the same, the algorithm will store the node into the cache array to maintain the cache.

**Figure 5.** Cache data types.
Algorithm 3: Cache-based improved data search algorithm.

Require: k
Ensure: v
1: find(k, level, cur, cache, cachelevel):
2: if (level == cacheLevel)
3: recordcache (cache, cur, level)
4: ......
5: else if (old ∈ ExtendNode)
6: if (level < cachelevel || level > cachelevel + 4)
7: cachemiss()
8: if (level + 4 == cachelevel)
9: recordcache (cache, old, level + 4)
10: ......
11: return find(k, level + 4, old, cache)
12: #end of Procedure “find(k, level, cur, cache, cachelevel)”
13: fastfind(k):
14: cacheold = READ(cache)
15: if (cacheold == null)
16: return find(k, 0, root, null, -1)
17: toplevel = countbits(cache.length - 1)
18: while (cache != null)
19: pos = 1 + k & (cache.length - 2)
20: cachenode = READ(cache[pos])
21: level = countbits (cache.length - 1)
22: if (cachenode ∈ ExtendNode)
23: return find(k, keylevel(cachenode.value) + level, old)
24: else if (cachenode ∈ BranchNode)
25: return find(k, level, cachenode)
26: cache = cache[0].parent
27: return find(k, 0, root, null, toplevel)
28: #end of Procedure “fastfind(k)”

4.5. The parallel hash computation for the root of Merkle Tree

The traditional Merkle tree is a balanced binary tree, so it allows multiple sub-trees to be processed in parallel at the same level. The hash computation for the root of the Merkle tree can be completed by splitting the tree into multiple parts with the same size, at the same time in a parallel way. However, the CMPT tree is a prefix tree, not a balanced tree. The CMPT tree cannot be evenly split into several subtrees when the overall structure and data volume is unknown. Therefore, this paper improves the concurrent hash computation.

If the CMPT tree does not have a cache array when given low data volume, and the parallel computing has limited improvement on efficiency, then the hash operation of the Merkle root will be computed serially. As shown in Figure 6, if the cache exists, the hash is divided into two phases. First,
Algorithm 4: Cache maintenance algorithm.

Require: \( k \), node, cachelevel

Ensure: null

1: Recordcache(cache: Array[], node: Any, cachelevel: Int):
2: if (cache = = null)
3: if (cachelevel >= 12)
4: cache = createcache(8, null)
5: CAS(cacheHead, null, cache)
6: Recordcache(cache, node, cachelevel)
7: else
8: length = cache.length
9: cachelevel = countbits(length - 1)
10: if (cachelevel == cachelevel)
11: val pos = 1 + k & (cache.length-2)
12: WRITE(cache[pos], node)
13: #end of Procedure “Recordcache(cache, node, cachelevel)”

Fine-grained uniformed allocation is performed on the cache array at the current cache level, and nodes are processed in parallel at the current cache level tree. After the entire cache array is computed, the remaining part is divided into \( n \) sub-trees and handed over to \( n \) processors for parallel computing. Finally, the hash root of the CMPT tree is computed in aggregate.

![Diagram of cache maintenance algorithm](image)

**Figure 6.** Example of the computation of the Merkle root.

### 4.6. Correctness analysis of lock-free algorithms

For the MPT tree shared by multiple threads, if there is no concurrency control, when two threads operate the same node at the same time, it will result in multi-thread conflicts, data loss or dirty read...
problems. We will analyze the correctness of concurrent operations from the aspects of security and activation.

4.6.1. Security analysis

Security means that the concurrent data-processing is error-free. In order to prove the correctness of the algorithm, we have determined the linearization point. For example, the three CAS instructions on line 14, 24, and 19 of algorithm 1 are linearization points. Excluding such three instructions, the other three parts of the algorithm will not modify the tree. The CAS instruction is an atomic operation. When multiple threads are competing for modification, CAS can ensure that only one of the threads can operate successfully, avoiding the problems such as the loss of data. Therefore, the operation on CMPT tree is secure.

4.6.2. Activation analysis

The operation algorithm of the CMPT tree is lock-free. We can prove that any state change of the tree will be completed in a limited number of steps. Take the data insertion as an example. First, the recursive call will never decrease the cache level, and only if the CAS operation fails, the insert operation will be recalled at the current cache level. From Eq (1), it can be known that each leaf node can be obtained from root, via the limited access of several nodes, so there are only a limited number of steps between the two CAS operations. However, due to the characteristics of CAS operation, it can be observed that, if a CAS operation C0 failed, then between t0 (when C0 reads the expected value) and t1 (when CAS operation failed), a successful CAS operation C1 would must occur in this period of time (t0-t1). From the above, the steps between the two states of the tree are limited. Therefore, the operation on CMPT tree is lock-free.

5. Experiments

5.1. Experimental setup

The experiment was performed on Ubuntu 16.04. The main hardware configuration is as follows: Cpu: Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-4790K; 4.0GHz*4core*2; RAM: 32GB; and Oracle JDK is installed 8 environment, set the heap memory to 6G. In addition, the task of this paper is to increase the efficiency of the blockchain (i.e., the time consumed for query when processing different amounts of transactions) so that more power can be conserved in blockchain. In this way, the security model based on the extended blockchain can prevent the single-point-failure due to the power consumption. Therefore, for evaluation metric, we use the number of transactions per second (TPS) and the number of successful queries in a fixed time to measure the efficiency of the extended blockchain.

For the implementation on blockchain of the Ethereum, MerkleRoot needs to be generated by packaging the transaction process. And, the state can be updated by updating the MerkleRoot of the MPT tree. For the model proposed in this paper, the blockchain is implemented by collecting data and constructing the Merkle root with the help of the central management node. In addition, the latest index of the state of corresponding industrial equipment in blockchain can be obtained by updating the node value in CMPT tree and the root of Merkle. Finally, the hash digest of the latest state will also be packaged into the blockchain.
This paper focuses on the index method of data and node status in the blockchain, not involved with the network and distributed consensus. Consequently, we have not conducted the experiments on clusters. All the codes are built from scratch.

5.2. Evaluation metric

The evaluation metrics are listed as follows:

1) The main measurement lies in the number of transactions per second (TPS) in terms of the blockchain architecture. TPS is the number of increased blocks in blockchain times the size of each block and then divided by the average amount of transactions. The higher the TPS, the more transactions processed per second, and the better the overall system performance.

2) The number of successful queries in a fixed time, with the increase in the amount of data. The higher the number, the better the performance of the index, and the more efficiently the device can communicate with the central management node.

In this paper, we implemented the CMPT tree under JDK8 using the Java language, and compared it with the MPT tree implemented by the Elixir Ethereum standard library [21], and designed several sets of experiments to test the performance of the CMPT tree. We conducted five times per group and defined the average as the running time of the algorithm. The compared methods include:

- Merkle Patricia Trie
- Concurrent Merkle Patricia Trie
- Concurrent Merkle Patricia Trie Â¨C 4 thread

5.3. Experimental analysis

5.3.1. The construction performance of CMPT tree

We compared the 4-thread CMPT with the single-thread CMPT and the single thread MPT. We sets the number of transactions in each block to 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048, 4096, 8192. As shown in Figure 7, the performance of CMPT is similar to that of MPT when given low data volume. The reason is that because caches are not built at low tree height, and both the insert and hash operations have low complexity. But when higher data volume is given, the single and multi-thread CMPT have obviously outperformed the single-thread MPT, especially when given higher data volume, every operation on MPT needs to traverse from the leaf node in order to obtain the root of the hash-tree and the computing complexity of insertion is \( \log(n) \), a pretty high cost in terms of the efficiency.

5.3.2. Query performance of CMPT tree

For the model proposed in this paper, the architecture maintains the CMPT tree. Following the principle like querying the hash value of each device to obtain the latest status of each device, we designed the experiment to test the time cost of every 10 thousand queries via a tree composed of different data volumes. As shown in Figure 8, due to the assistance of the caching, when given different data volumes, the time cost of every 10 thousand queries remains stable and the multi-thread implementation have little repercussion on the efficiency of the query. However, when the amount of data has increased, the MPT's time cost for query will increase dramatically. Therefore, it can be
observed that, in the scenario of huge data volume, CMPT tree can maintain the excellent query performance.

![Figure 7. The comparison of CMPT and MPT build cost.](image)

Figure 7. The comparison of CMPT and MPT build cost.

5.4. Experimental summary

Based on the above experiments, the performance of the CMPT tree proposed in this paper is similar to that of regular MPT tree when given low data volume, but in the intelligent manufacturing industry scenario, the CMPT tree maintains scalability as well as high performance. It also supports thread-safe and parallel data operations, speeds up block verification or construction, and further improves the transaction throughput. In addition, when adopting the account-based model, current transactions depend on historical records. And, the CMPT tree can provide efficient query on historical records which improves the availability of the entire blockchain when given a huge amount of data or application nodes.

![Figure 8. The comparison of CMPT and MPT query cost.](image)

Figure 8. The comparison of CMPT and MPT query cost.
6. Conclusions

Blockchain has the characteristics of security, privacy, non-tampering and can be deployed in a distributed way. This paper proposes a distributed intelligent manufacturing security model for smart factories based on the blockchain. The hierarchical structure of the proposed model is introduced and analyzed. Such a model can solve the single point of failure and the limitation on scalability in terms of the traditional IIoT systems. An improved blockchain architecture based on the MPT tree is proposed, the storage mode of the blockchain is optimized, and the speed of data query is accelerated. Aiming at the performance bottleneck of the MPT tree when given a large amount of data, a lock-free concurrent cache Merkle Patricia tree (CMPT tree) is proposed to provide lock-free concurrent data operations. The experiments have shown that the CMPT tree proposed in this paper can effectively improve the performance of the blockchain system in the high data volume scenario when it comes to the intelligent manufacturing industry.
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